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1. INTRODUCTION 
A Room Square is a square of side z’ = 2n {- I with the properties that (I) 
each cell is either empty or filled by an unordered pair from z’ + 1 symbols, 
often denoted by 1, 2,..., z’, CO; (2) each row and column contains every 
symbol exactly once, that is, there are precisely n blank cells in each row and 
column; (3) each of the (ZJ + 1) 2;‘2 unordered pairs of symbols occurs in 
exactly one cell. 
The definition given in the first paragraph is purely combinatorial; how- 
ever, it was first pointed out by R. H. Bruck [4] that Room Squares were 
intimately associated with quasigroups. One numbers the rows and columns 
of the square from 1 to z, and then permutes elements so that one has a 
normalized Room Square with the pair GO, i, appearing in cell (i, i). Then 
binary operations 0 and C$ arc defined on G = (I, 2,..., zj as follows: 
(1) If  x E G, y  t G, x =L y, and the pair s,y, lies in cell (a, h), then 
.xOy ==- a, x+y = h (thus 8 and 4 arc row and column selectors); 
(2) xfh L xyi~ = x for all s E G. 
Thus, (G, Q) and (G, 4) are commutative idempotcnt quasigroups (Room 
quasigroups) on u elements and they satisfy the following orthogonality 
conditions: 
(1) IfpEG,xtG,ytG,xOy --.+y=p,thens=y=p; 
(2) If  p t G, q E G, p # 4, then there is at most one unordered pair 
s, y, with x E G, y  E G, such that x$y = p, x$y ~- q. 
As Bruck has pointed out in Ref. [4], not only does a Room Square produce a 
pair of orthogonal Room quasigroups (G, 0) and (G, 4) as above, but the con- 
verse holds; such an orthogonal pair produces a normalized Room Square by 
reversing the construction. TVe shall find it most convenient to use the 
combinatorial approach, and phrase our results on Room Squares; however, 
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it is important to note that these results, as well as all other mentioned in the 
references, can be interpreted as results on orthogonal pairs of commutative 
idempotent quasigroups. 
Historically, Room Squares were first defined by E. C. Howell (see Refs. [3] 
and [6]) and by T. G. Room [12], and a few early results appear in Refs. [1, 
2, 4, IS]. WC shall have need of a number of more recent results, which we 
tabulate here bv letter. 
(a) There is a Room Square of odd side z’ for 7 -.: ‘u : 47 (see Ref. [ 151). 
(13) There is a Room Square of side v  for any prime power v  = p”, 
provided that u is not equal to 3, 5, 257, 65537 (see Refs. [IO] and [9]). These 
exceptional cases occur among the Fermat numbers F,, = 12”~ + 1, and are 
the cases F,, =- 3, Fl = 5, F3 ~ 257, F4 = 65537. 
(c) If  Room Squares of sides vi and z’~ exist, so does a Room Square 
of side z’i~~ (see Kefs. [ 131 and [14]). 
(d) If  Room Squares of sides vi and r.? exist, so does a RoomSquare of 
side vi(~? -- 1) -I- 1 (see Refs. [7] and [9]). 
(e) If  v  is not divisible bv F0 , F, , Fzl , F, , then there is a Room Square 
of side 2c + 1 (see Refs. [ 171 and [I 1, Lemma 31). 
(f) Ifs is an odd prime power, s ;i r, , + U s f  F,; (where F,, is any Fermat 
prime), then there is a Room Square of side 5s (see Ref. [S]). 
(g) It follows from (b) and (c) that, if v  is not divisible by F0 , F, , F3, 
orF,, then there exists a Room Square of side z’. 
,4 complete survey of the state of the art in Room Square theory up to early 
1970 is found in Ref. [ 161. 
2. PRODUCTS OF E; (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) 
We begin this section by noting that a Room Square of side F, - 17 is 
known to exist, by (a). Hence, we leave further discussion of this prime until 
Section 4. We let R = {F,, , Fl , F3 , F,$}. 
LEMMA 1. Let v  = FpF?F?F2, for nonnegative integers a, , a, , a3 , a,, 
and denote a,, -1 a, + a3 + a,, by W(V). If  w(v) f  1, then there is a Room 
Square of side v. 
Proof. I f  W(C) = 0, then v  -: 1, and there is trivially a Room Square. 
If  G(V) == 2, there are 10 values of z’ to consider. I f  v  L Fi2, for some 
Fi E R, there is a square of side v  by (b). A square of side F,,F, exists by (a). 
For the remaining cases, we write F,F, = 7(111 - 1) + 1; F,F, = 
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19&1(11 - 1) -;- I; FIFs = 107(13 -- I) $ I; FIFa = 27307(13 - 1) 7 I; 
F3r;; 21931(769 -- 1) $- 1. Squares of these sides esist by (d) and (g). 
I f  W(V) = 3, there are 20 possible values for V. If  F = F: for some Fi E R, 
there is a square of side z’ by (b). 
There is a square of side F,“F, by (a). For other multiples of Fo2, we write 
F,,2Frs : 289(9 - 1) -+ 1; F,,2F,, : 4337( I37 - I) $- I ; and there are squares 
of these sides b?; (d) and (g). 
\Yc dispose of the remaining multiples of F,, as follows. \Vrite 
&I;; 2(37) -I- I ; F,,Fs’ : 2(99073) -+ 1; F,,F.,J = 2(6442647553) + I ; 
F,F,F, =~ 2(1927) L I; F,,FIF;; -= 2(491527) + l,FOF:$, = 2(25264513) + I 
Squares of these sides exist by (e). 
\Yc treat the remaining multiples of FIz. Since FI”F3 =z 73(89 - 1 j OF 1 
and FIsF, -=m 204803(9 - 1) + 1, squares of these sides exist by (d) and (g). 
There are squares of side FIFsz and FIFq” by (f) or by consideration of 
the number-theoretic identities FIFsz = 95((25(141 -- I) + 1) - 25) + 25 
FIFt’ L= 130948121(165 ~- 1) {mu 1. AlsoF,FsF, = (45083)(1869 - 1) ‘. 1; 
1869 = 21.89; thus squares of these sides exist by (a), (c), (d), and (g). 
Since FE,“F4 = (8454401)(513 - 1) + 1 and 513 = 19.3”, them are squares 
of these sides by (a), (c), (d), and (g). 
To complete the case when ZL(Z’) m== 3, we write 
F$‘,’ ~~ 89539283(12337 - 9) + 9; 12337 = 169.73; 73 7.. 9(9 - 1) j- 1; 
which shows the existence of squares of these sides by the methods of 
Ref. [9]. 
Now if zc(z.) -,z 4, we can write z = zizz , where vg is a product of 2 (not 
necessarily distinct) primes of U. Therefore zl@i) ‘> 2 and ui(z’J == 2. The 
lemma follows by induction, using (c). 
\I’e now use the preceding lemma to prove: 
THEOREM 1. Let CT be the set of odd positive integers for which no Room 
Square exists; let R = (F, , FI , F3 , F.J. Then there is a function p: U + R 
such that for each v  E 15’ 
(9 dvu) I 21, (p(79y r v’; 
(ii) no other member of R divides v. 
Proof. Let u be an odd positive integer. \‘\;e extend the definition of 
C(C) given in Lemma I as follows. M’e u-rite v = F~F~F~F~n == mn, where 
(FL , n) :~: 1, i =-- 0, 1, 3, 4. R’e define w(z~) as a,, t a, + a, 7 a,, . Thus 
W(V) ,- W(M), and if ~(7%) + 1, there is a square of side z’ by Lemma 1, (c), 
and (g). I f  no square of side u exists, then W(ZI) -7 I. In this event, we denote 
the unique member of R which divides z’ by P(V), and the theorem follows. 
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3. SQUAKES 0~ SIDE 5s 
In this section, wc eliminate the Fermat prime F, 5 from further con- 
sideration by showing that (for s ’ I) a Room Square of side 5s always exists. 
Ifs is a prime power other than 3” or a Fermat prime F,( , the result is simply 
(f). I f  s 3’“, we appeal to (a) for 0 I or 2, and write 5s = 15.3” % for 
n .. 2 (then using (a), (h), and (c)). \Z’e then establish the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let F,, :- 2”’ 1; then there exists a rown square qf side 5F,. . 
Puv$. Since 5F,, == 15, 5F, == 25, WC see that (a) permits us to assume 
that k 2. Then 5F,( 7~ (5.2” (- 4) - 1 = 4(5.22k-2 I) I- 1 ~~ 4R j- 1. 
For li :, 2, we set that 2”’ - 2 is even, and hence R : 0 (mod 3), say R 3s. 
Thus W,, ~= 12s + 1. 
Now F,> ~~ F,,E; .., F,; , -~ 2, and hence the relationship SF,, 12s ~~ 1 
reduces to 5FlF, ... F,>-, : 4S ~ 3. This trinomial relationship at once 
shovvs that (S, 3) : 1 and (S, Pi) =: I for i 0; hence, we have 
5F,, 12S- 1 --S(l3 - I) 1, 
and S is relatively prime to all F,, Then, by results (g) and (d), wc see that 
a square of side 5F,, exists. Indeed, using the construction in Ref. [9], we have 
the following: 
COROLLARY I. There exists a square qf side 5F,. containig a suhsyuare qf 
side 13 (k , 2). 
By virtue of Ref. [8], it is possible now to consider the general case 5s. 
TVc do this in the following: 
I’wof. In Ref. [8] it is shown that there is a Room Square of side 5~ foi 
all odd non-Fermat primes p. By Theorem 2, there is a square of side 5p 
for all Fermat primes p. Now let us assume that z: is such that the theorem 
fails. By Theorem 1 and the above remarks, r: may be written as z’ ~_ 5pr 
where Y is a prime and a square of side Y exists, since T is not divisible by anv 
member of R. Thus there is a square of side (5p)rby (c), and this fact contra- 
dicts the choice of z’. Thus Theorem 3 is proved. 
\\:e really on]!- have to consider primes in the set ofi*‘,.‘s; of course, it is 
not known whether there are any such for K S, 4. The following results can 
be obtained. 
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'!ZHEORE~~ 4. There exists a Room Syuave of side 3F,, for all k. 
Proof. 3F” = 9, 3F, :- 15, and we appeal to (a). The case 3F, = 5 I 
was first treated in Ref. [5]; so take k ,z 3. From the identity 3F,c =- 
2(3.2zLmi + I) + 1 _ 2(6.22’~‘2 -I- I) ~I- 1 == 2(6.4”“-1 I- I) -+ ] _ 2R + 1, 
we see that R -:.- 0 (mod 5) say R -= 5S, and deduce that 3F,< = IOS -( 1. 
From F1: = 2 + F,,F, ... F,,.+, , we obtain 3Fc,Fz ...I+/, 1 r 1 = 2S and 
deduce that (S, I;;) = 1 for Fi # 5. 
If  (S, 5) : 1, then 3F, =- S( 11 - 1) + I, and (d) produces a Room Square; 
if(S,5) =5,writeS=5aT,where(T,5)=l;then3F, ~5”T(ll-1)-j-l. 
For a ::, 1, a square of side 5”T exists by (b) and (c); for a = 1, by (f). 
Hence we obtain the theorem, as well as 
COROLLARY 2. Theve exists a Room Square qf side 3F, zoith a subsquare 
of side I1 (k r 3). 
For completeness, we mention the trivial result: 
'I‘HEOREM 5. There exists a Room Square of side 17F,c for all k. 
Proof. This follows from (c), since a Room Square of side 17 exists, 
and (h); except for Iz :m= 0, I, 3, 4. The first two cases are treated in 
Theorems 3 and 4; the last two follow from I 7Fz = 91(49 -- I) 2 I, 
l7F,, ~~ 2579(433 ~ I) + 1. 
'~HEOREZI 6. There exists a Room Square of side 257F, for all k. 
Proof. From the preceding results, take k ,> 4. ‘Then 257F,< =- 
256(l --t 257.22”-x) + I - 256R 1 I. Since k >- 3, R I- 0 (mod 3), say 
R 3s; thus 257F,L. = 76&S + 1. Replace F,L by 2 T F,,F, ... FLpl, and 
simplify to 257FlFz ... Fl,m1 -L 32.19 L 256:i; this shows that (S, FJ =- I for 
all Fermat numbers F, . Th us, we have 257F,,. =m: (769 -- 1)s -1- 1, and (9) 
thus gives the result. 
COROLLARY 3. There exists a Room Square of side 257F,, with a subsquare 
of side 769(k 1, 4). 
Finally, we establish the following: 
'THEOREM 7. There exists a Room Square of side 65537F,: fey all 8. 
Pm/f. In light of the previous results, we may take k ,;z 5. Then 
65537F,: -= 65536(3R) + 1. Also 65537F,F? ...Fk-i $- 43691 : 65536R, and 
thus (R, F,) = I for i ;- 0. 
If  R 3”S’, b / I, then a square of side R exists, and the theorem follows 
from the relationship 65537F, : K(l96609 -- I) + I, since a square of side 
196609 ~== 1 + 3.216 = 4 + 3F0FlFzF, does exist. I f  h = 1, we write 
65537F,. ~- (65536)9S’ f I, where 5’ is prime to all F- Then 9.21” : 
589825 ~ 1 5”(23593) 1, and WC know that a squa:e of side 589825 
cuists. This completes the theorem. 
\Ye record an obvious extension in tllc tollowing theorem: 
Proof. Squares of sides F,. and F,,, exist by (h). Hence we need merely 
employ (c). 
~OROLL.W\. 4. If F! iS N pt’oiiuct of 11 (not tLecrssut’i~~~ disti?lct) Feyrtlat 
ptinzes (11 . I), then a Room Square of side z’ exists. 
Proof. 11.e write 7: P,I’, , uherc I’, involves primes P,;, , E; , pi;1 , FJ; 
Z’, involves all other Fermat primes. Let there be r1 primes in P, , I’? in P, 
If Y, I, then a square of side P, exists (Lemma I); hence a square of side 
PIP2 exists by (1~) and (c). If Y, I, t-:! I ‘Lye may write P I’. - (F;F,! p:, , 
where i is 0, I. 3, or 4; j --, 4; F,P, P, .’ Then Theorem: ;, 4, 6, and 7, 
with (1~) and (c), give the result. Finally, if y1 = 0, WC use Theorem 8. 
In this section we prove the following: 
THEOREM 9. There is u Room Square of side 3s,for all s , 1 esrept possibly 
when s is a printe congruent to 3 morlulo 4. 
Proof. It is shown in Ref. [ 1 I] that there is a Room Square of side z’ for 
all 2’ ‘.. 3 such that z’ zig 3 (mod 12). Thus, there is a square of side 3s for 
all s ;’ I such that s = I (mod 4). Let us assume that there is no square of 
side 71 3s for some composite s 3 (mod 4). Since s is composite, it contains 
an odd number of prime factors (considering multiplicities). Thus either s 
has a prime factor t 7 I (mod 4) or at least 3 prime factors p, y, Y, congruent 
to 3 mod 4. In the latter case, take t pq. Then z = 3rn, where n is not 
divisible hy Fl , F, , or F, , by Theorem 2. Thus, there is a square of side N, 
and a square of side 3t, since t ~~ I (mod 4) and t --> I. Therefore, there is a 
square of side 2% by (c). This contradiction establishes the result. 
In our initial \vork Ref. [I61 on the Room problem, we indicated the 
problems which would need to be investigated in order to prove a general 
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existence theorem for Room Squares. Such a general theorem is now nearly 
complete in that Room Squares have been obtained for all possible sides z 
except for (i) o - 3p, p a prime,p + 3 (mod 4); (ii) 2’ ~= 257~; (ii) 2’ ~: 65537~ 
\Vith the results of the present paper and those cited in it, we can improve 
the list given in Ref. [ 161 of th ose orders zl < 1000 for which the esistence 
problem is still unsolved; 42 values of z‘ \vcre listed in Ref. [16], but this list 
has now shrunk to 13. These values are as follows: 
69, 93, 129. 213, 237, 257, 321, 453, 597, 669, 717, 789, 933. 
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